
 
Rebecca Wood Anderson is a Shareholder at Jones Williams Fuhrman and Gourley, P.A. and is 

member of the Idaho, Oregon and California State Bars.  Rebecca has 30 years of experience in 

commercial real estate and business law and dispute resolution, focusing much of her practice on 

high stakes “work-outs” of complex disputes both in litigation and outside of 

litigation.   Rebecca leads her firm's Dispute Resolution practice and provides mediation, 

advocacy and facilitation services in all types of disputes including those arising in business, real 

estate and employment settings and divorce and trust/estates proceedings. She combines her 

extensive legal knowledge and negotiation/deal-making skills with her ability to navigate 

difficult emotions to lead parties to win/win outcomes.   Rebecca is especially skilled at 

understanding and connecting with people, thinking outside-the-box, and using her transactional 

expertise to “build” deals out of disputes.  Rebecca also serves as "co-counsel" in difficult 

divorce and estate cases involving high net worth clients and complex business and real estate 

holdings, providing transactional expertise and guidance to her litigation co-counsel. 

  

Rebecca holds the Top Rated Distinction by Martindale-Hubbell in both Dispute Resolution and 

Commercial Real Estate Law and is AV rated by Martindale-Hubbell.  She serves as an Adjunct 

Professor at Boise State University teaching Dispute Resolution courses and has also taught 

workshops and short courses at University of Oregon.  Rebecca provides conflict resolution 

training to businesses and non-profit entities and provides conflict strategy services to an array of 

clients.  Rebecca is also an artist and has taught watercolor painting to hundreds of students at 

the YMCA, Boise School District and other venues.   Rebecca’s passion is to combine her 

artistic side with her conflict resolution skills, offering an “Art of Conflict Resolution” course to 

universities, businesses and the community which teaches people conflict resolution skills 

through the painting process. 

  

Rebecca has four children, one stepson and an adventuresome husband and loves to mountain 

bike, road bike, ski, backpack and paint in her spare time with her family.  
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